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Token of Devotion

Wondrous item, rarity varies

You have travelled to a place holy to a deity, and acquired a token 

of your devotion: a brooch, pendant, or other appropriate trinket.  

The power of the object depends on the type of journey you undertook.

Rarity

Holy place

visited Example Charges Recharge

Common Minor or short
journey

a regional temple 1 5+

Uncommon Major or long
journey

a champion’s grave 3 4+

Rare Legendary the site of the deity’s
ascension

5 3+

The magic of the token can only be used by the character who

originally travelled to the holy site. When used by anybody else, this

item has no effect.

Request Aid. When holding or wearing the token, you can use one

charge and take an action to say a prayer and call upon the power 

of your deity. When you do, you gain advantage on the next ability

check you make using a skill favored by your deity (see table below),

made within the next hour. You can use this effect once per long rest.

Roll 1d6 after you use this effect. If the result is equal to or greater

than the number shown in the Recharge column, your deity smiles

upon you and the spent charge is immediately regained. The only other

way to regain charges is to visit the place of holy power again.

Some dieties and their favored skills

Deity Grants advantage on ability checks with…

Bane Intimidation
Chauntea Animal Handling or Nature
Helm Perception or Insight
Mystra Arcana
Oghma History
Selune Preception or Survival
Shar Deception or Arcana

Medieval Lore 

Pilgrim badges

From around the 13th century onwards, Christian pilgrims often

brought home a small memento from their travel. Most often, these

were small metal badges, mass-produced and sold at the holy site.

Pilgrim badges depicted the relevant saint or scenes from their lives,

but some were more symbolic, such as the sea shells 

of Santiago de Coponstella.

Some Christians continue the tradition of acquiring and using

pilgrim badges to this day.
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